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JP Madoff, With Helen Chaitman, May 19th.
To
“A man who has never gone to school may steal from a freight car; but if he has a
university education, he may steal the whole railroad.”

~ Theodore Roosevelt
In 2008, Helen Chaitman was a highly accomplished New York attorney with a
successful litigation practice in lender liability. Then two things happened. She lost
her savings when Bernie Madoff’s investment business collapsed. Then her legal
practice also collapsed with the wider financial crisis.
However, some people look misfortune straight in the eye and march on through to
victory. Helen started helping Madoff victims. Realizing the importance of clarifying
tax treatment, she lobbied Congress on their behalf. Today she has emerged as the
leading attorney representing Madoff victims.
Appalled at the truths she was uncovering and the silence of the corporate media,
Helen published a website and book JP Madoff: The Unholy Alliance Between
America’s Biggest Bank and America’s Biggest Crook.
This week Helen joins me on the Solari Report for an unforgettable interview on the
real deal behind the Madoff ponzi scheme and Bernie Madoff’s controlling partner in
crime, JP Morgan Chase.
You will never view the US banking and regulatory system in the same way after you
listen to what Helen has to say. Best of all you will be inspired by the powerful
intellect and personal courage of one attorney prepared to fight for the rule of law
against “all of the money on the planet.”
From the book:
“Our government did not require that a single JPMorgan Chase employee face
criminal charges . . . or even lose his job. In deferring the indictment against the
bank, the United States government may have feared that JPMorgan Chase is too
big to fail. But surely JPMorgan Chase, with 240,000 employees, can survive without
the handful of officers who sheltered Madoff from the law for 20 years and, as the
bank has acknowledged, violated the law. Are these officers too rich to jail? How did
we become a country where powerful employers can purchase immunity from
criminal prosecution for their employees?”
Since the government won’t protect you, the purpose of this book is to give you the
information you need to protect yourselves: when bankers act like gangsters, you
should treat them like gangsters, even if the government won’t. And the last thing
you should do is trust them with your money.
Catherine Austin Fitts
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Subscribe Now & Receive Your Wrap Up!
Purchase a yearly subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover
book: 1st Quarter Wrap Up: Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016

Purchase a 6 month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover
book: “2015 Annual Wrap Up – Space: Here We Go! Global Investment Takes Off”
Book

Solari Report subscribers receive:
Access to the completeSolari Reportaudio archive (currently over 200reports)
Solari Report transcripts and Quarterly / Annual Wrap-Up web presentations
Send your questions to Ask Catherine weekly
Special reports and alerts throughout the year

Go here to learn more.

Solari Report subscribers can now purchase all printed copies of the Wrap Ups
2016 1st Quarter Wrap Up: Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016
2015 Annual Wrap Up – Space: Here We Go! Global Investment Takes Off
Solari Report 3rd Quarter 2015 Wrap Up – The Chinese Stock Markets
1st Quarter Wrap Up: Planet Debt Book
2014 Annual Wrap Up, “A Free & Inspired Life
Subscribers can go here to learn more.

Highlights from Last Week - Vaxxed & Other Great Stories of
Suppression with Jon Rappoport
The special interests that lobbied the Tribeca Film Festival to cancel the
documentary VAXXED: From Cover Up to Catastrophe meant to suppress evidence
that vaccines are contributing to an epidemic of autism. The suppression backfired.
Instead, coverage of the documentary exploded, in no small part thanks to Robert
De Niro’s courageous interviews calling for an open discussion of the issues.
This latest dance of suppression inspired me to invite Jon Rappoport of No More
Fake News to join me in a discussion of stories of suppression and heroes who
outwit it. From the Inquisition through suppression of energy and health care
technology to Dark Alliance allegations and other stories of outrageous media
manipulation, in this week’s Solari Report Jon and I review many important stories of
suppression and the truth tellers who have brought them to light.
Let’s face it: the better you see the game, the less likely that suppression will work.

See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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